We present a convolution approach for the generation of optical bottle beams that combines established techniques of holographic optical trapping with hollow intensity distributions in order to manipulate absorbing particles. The versatility of our method is demonstrated by the simultaneous stable trapping of multiple particles at defined positions. Furthermore, the presented phase shaping technique allows for the dynamic manipulation of absorbing particles along arbitrary paths.
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The all-optical manipulation of transparent objects, such as colloidal particles or living cells, has evolved into a well-explored field with many applications in biology, chemistry, and medicine 1 , whereas the trapping of absorbing particles with light has remained a challenge for a long time.
While the Paul trap uses electric fields to provide a confinement of charged and polar particles with particular importance in the field of atom optics and plasma physics, neutral absorbing particles might be trapped with light through photophoresis, originally described by Ehrenhaft 2 in 1917. This force can be several magnitudes larger than scattering and gradient forces in conventional optical tweezers and results from thermal gradients on the particle's surface
3 . An inhomogeneous illumination of an absorbing particle leads to different surface temperatures and in turn to a spatially modulated vapor pressure of the surrounding medium. This pressure gradient is responsible for the photophoretic force which pushes absorbing particles away from regions of higher light intensity.
Stable three-dimensional trapping experiments with absorbing particles often used counter propagating vortex beams to counterbalance the additional scattering forces 4, 5 . Recently, it has been shown that a stable manipulation is also possible with a single trapping beam of hollow intensity distribution 6 , often denoted as optical bottle beam [7] [8] [9] . In order to increase the flexibility of this approach, it is highly desirable to generate multiple dynamic optical bottle beams at arbitrary positions. To achieve this aim, we introduce an approach based on a combination of known algorithms from the field of holographic optical tweezers with optical bottle beams.
As shown before, an optical bottle beam can be generated by superimposing two axially displaced optical vortices. In contrast to earlier approaches, which were based on interferometric techniques using either static holographic films 7 or binary amplitude vortex holograms 8 , we intend to apply pure but dynamic phase holograms. Therefore, it is convenient to write the complex field of such a bottle beam in a first step as the Fourier transform (F ) of its complex hologram as
where B and φ b denote the (real) amplitude and phase distribution of the hologram, respectively. For the superposition of two optical vortices with topological charge m, axially displaced by the bottle height ∆z, this complex hologram in polar coordinates (r, ϕ) can be written as
with f (z) r 2 being the phase of a Fresnel lens that leads to a focal shift to the axial position z. The phase φ b of this complex field finally gives the phase hologram of the desired bottle beam. For practical applications, however, it is highly desirable to be able to generate multiple of those sophisticated traps and to control their transverse and axial positions individually on a dynamic basis. For conventional optical trapping, holographic optical tweezers provide a well-established solution to this demand. Initially realized with diffractive optical elements 10 or nowadays with spatial light modulators 11 , they allow for the generation of multiple dynamic foci in a given volume 12 , by using combinations of Fresnel lenses and blazed gratings. The complex hologram output of the underlying algorithms, often denoted as "prims and lenses", can be written as
where N is the number of generated foci, k x,n and k y,n denote the transverse wave numbers of the respective blazed gratings, and z n give the axial focus positions. Again, a Fourier transform of this complex hologram yields the field generated in real space
Since the multiple foci in this complex field represent a sum of three-dimensional δ-distributions, a convolution ( * ) of (1) with (4) will give a field with N bottle beams each located at a focus position of the prisms and lenses algorithm 1212 . Using the convolution theorem, this can be written as
and therefore the phase hologram of a field with multiple optical bottle beams is finally given by
Since the holographic generation of point arrays has been studied in detail during the last years, many optimized algorithms exist that allow for a very fast calculation of the underlying phase holograms 13 . This facilitates even real-time tweezers applications for transparent particles 14 . According to Eq. (6), such a sophisticated realtime tweezers setup can be modified to trap absorbing particles simply by adding the (constant) distribution φ b to each calculated phase hologram.
To create the optical bottle beams for the threedimensional manipulation of absorbing particles, we use the setup depicted in Fig. 2 . The beam of a frequencydoubled Nd:YAG laser is spatially filtered and expanded to illuminate a high-resolution phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM). The SLM, displaying a phase hologram calculated according to Eq. (6) [cf. Fig. 1(a) ], is imaged to the back aperture of a 10x microscope objective which acts as a Fourier transforming lens to create the array of optical bottle beams. The focal volume of this objective is surrounded by a glass cuvette containing the particles to be manipulated. Once the hollow traps are generated, they are loaded by blowing particles into the stable trapping positions.
For the three-dimensional characterization of the bottle beams and for the observation of trapped particles, three microscopes are built around the trapping volume, covering the xy-(imaged by Cam 2), xz-(Cam 3), and yz-plane (Cam 1), respectively. In addition, the objective of the xy-microscope is mounted on a translation In order to analyze the trapping, Cam 1 and Cam 3 simultaneously image the light scattered from trapped particles in the xz-and yz-plane, respectively. This allows for a precise three-dimensional determination of the particle positions.
We used home-made graphite flakes with a size distribution ranging from 2-20 µm as test particles. These particles fulfill the requirement of being large enough so that they cannot escape the optical bottle beam through its bottlenecks [cf. Fig. 1(b) ]. However, the photophoretic trapping should work with other absorbing particles as well, and we could transfer our method to, for instance, glassy carbon powder. Figure 3 (a) shows a yz-scan of an optical bottle beam generated in our setup. This intensity distribution possesses regions of low intensity surrounded by high intensity areas as predicted by the numerical simulation depicted in Fig. 1(b) . The different length scales in y-and z-direction underline the asymmetric bottle shape which should lead to stable trapping in the transverse plane while trapped particles are expected to be less confined in z-direction.
The convolution approach [cf. Eq. (5)] enables us to simultaneously create multiple bottle beams at arbitrary transverse and longitudinal positions. trates a triangular configuration consisting of three bottle beams having their center at the (x, y, z) positions I (−150 µm, −180 µm, 100 µm), II (−150 µm, 160 µm, 425 µm), and III (150 µm, 0 µm, −75 µm). The stack of contour plots verifies the complex three-dimensional trapping potential with all addressed bottle beams.
Absorbing graphite flakes are stably trapped in the desired positions using a laser power of about 15 mW per bottle beam. The two side-view microscopic images in Fig. 3(b) show the particle positions in the xzand yz-plane, respectively, which gives a precise threedimensional verification of the addressed trapping potential. See supplementary material at [URL: http:// dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3691957.1] for a three-dimensional animation of the measured intensity distribution.
Besides this static positioning of multiple trapped particles in space, the dynamic change of particle configurations is possible with our holographic generation approach as well. To demonstrate this capability, we move a loaded trap on a circular path with a radius of 150 µm around the optical axis. This movement is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4(a) . Images of the particle, trapped in the bottle beam at the starting point, are shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) .
Respective images were taken during the whole circular movement of the particle, and Figs. 4(d) and 4(e) depict these time series. Here, each image cutout is centered around the z-position of the observed particle in order to account for the asymmetric bottle potential leading to a lower confinement in the axial direction. While the crosses mark the detected particle positions in the given snapshots, the underlying line gives the results of the position detection during the whole experiment.
As expected, the transverse displacement follows precisely a cosinusoidal and sinusoidal oscillation in time, respectively, and verifies an extremely robust particle confinement in both transverse directions. Over and above, the periodic change of the observed spot size in Figs. 4(d) and 4(e) confirms the oscillatory movement of the particle in and out of the microscopes' focal planes. See supplementary material at [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3691957.2] for xz-and yzvideos of the moving particle.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a convolution approach that enables the independent control of multiple complex trapping potentials. This approach is capable of creating dynamic bottle beam arrays to manipulate absorbing particles in a macroscopic trapping volume only by phase-shaping techniques and the number of simultaneously generated traps is only limited by the available laser power. Due to the marginal calculation effort of the method, it should be easy to modify existing holographic tweezers setups in order to control absorbing particles as well. Furthermore, it is self-evident that the presented convolution approach is not limited to bottle beams but
